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Climbing 

I. K. Paterson-Harkness

The  wrinkles  in  our  palms  are  roads  sealed  with  black  sand. 

Stretched on our sides, 

in the wet, on the low tide flat 

our fingers dig grains of gritty gravel, excavating 

complete and tidy habitats, 

mining the streets and houses, the cupboards and kitchens 

of those tiny hopping insects, whose eyes are bare, now leaping – 

quick quick! 

over mountains and through canyons 

and we've invited in the plunge, the whip, the rush, the froth –

This grey bone was a tree once, now a door. 

It's useless – the house has no roof or walls, but the insects 

are pleased by the way it looks.

A feather, plucked and delicately placed plays the part of flag 

in their new hole. 

Through narrowest cracks, over ledges of hair and pale dust 

a humming sounds – does a soaring bird? 

An empty bottle held to the breeze shares its song 

and we have plenty of those to spare 

with  the  rush,  the  froth,  the  sweep,  the  rolling,  floundering, 

thundering – Stop! 

And look. 

This is a stolen place, thieved twice, at least. 

At first the only blood spilled was from a seal broken on the rocks 
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over there where the cliff slants a yellow ladder-rung 

to let us know how the world once sat. 

We suppose the climb was upwards, don't we? 

We suppose we forced the earth to move with our own fingers. 

Bone, not wood, not stone. 

We need to catch a ride –

All curls and pebbles, the gull's back is like a shell, 

climbing, 

smelling of the rocky islands we can't walk to ourselves. 

And in our ears the white noise of a black tide 

dashes through a hole in ancient rock. 

Higher, bird – don't keep us! 

From up here Muriwai is an air strip, 

a stark stripe cutting sea from land. 

The black sand has traveled a long road north from Mt Taranaki. 

It knows the sound of moving earth.

A rush, a sweep, a plunge, a crack and he's brought us to kneel 

hard upon the headland. 

The gannets look at us, surprised, and lift a thousand wings. 

And right then a flash on the hill turns all our heads, 

a  blazing  streak  racing  quicker  even  than  the  wind  escaping 

through the harakeke, and through the toetoe. 

It passes around a corner, and is gone.

The gull pants, 

gulping in and out above the ocean's wide lungs.

And as our bare eyes blink before the widening glare 

we wonder if we climbed up,

or down.
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